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Determination of an exoplanet’s mass is a key to understanding its basic prop-
erties, including its potential for supporting life. To date, mass constraints for
exoplanets are predominantly based on radial velocity (RV) measurements,
which are not suited for planets with low masses, large semi-major axes, or
those orbiting faint or active stars. Here, we present a method to extract an
exoplanet’s mass solely from its transmission spectrum. We find good agree-
ment between the mass retrieved for the hot Jupiter HD 189733b from trans-
mission spectroscopy with that from RV measurements. Our method will be
able to retrieve the masses of Earth-sized and super-Earth planets using data
from future space telescopes that were initially designed for atmospheric char-
acterization.
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1 Introduction
With over 900 confirmed exoplanets (1) and over 2300 planetary candidates known (2), research
priorities are moving from planet detection to planet characterization. In this context, a planet’s
mass is a fundamental parameter because it is connected to a planet’s internal and atmospheric
structure and it affects basic planetary processes such as the cooling of a planet, its plate tec-
tonics (3), magnetic field generation, outgassing, and atmospheric escape. Measurement of a
planetary mass can in many cases reveal the planet bulk composition, allowing to determine
whether the planet is a gas giant or is rocky and suitable for life, as we know it.
Planetary mass is traditionally constrained with the radial velocity (RV) technique using
single-purpose dedicated instruments. The RV technique measures the Doppler shift of the stel-
lar spectrum to derive the planet-to-star (minimum) mass ratio as the star orbits the planet-star
common center of mass. Although the radial velocity technique has a pioneering history of
success laying the foundation of the field of exoplanet detection, it is mainly effective for mas-
sive planets around relatively bright and quiet stars. Most transiting planets have host stars that
are too faint for precise radial velocity measurements. For sufficiently bright host stars, stellar
perturbations may be larger than the planet’s signal, preventing a determination of the planet
mass with radial velocity measurements even for hot Jupiters (4). In the long term, the limita-
tion due to the faintness of targets will be reduced with technological improvements. However,
host star perturbations may be a fundamental limit that cannot be overcome, meaning that the
masses of small planets orbiting quiet stars would remain out of reach. Current alternative mass
measurements to RV are based on modulations of planetary-system light curves (5) or transit-
timing variations (6). The former works for massive planets on short period orbits and involves
detection of both beaming and ellipsoidal modulations (7). The latter relies on gravitational
perturbations of a companion on the transiting planet’s orbit. This method is most successful
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for companions that are themselves transiting and in orbital resonance with the planet of inter-
est (8, 9). For unseen companions the mass of the transiting planet is not constrained, but an
upper limit on the mass of the unseen companion can be obtained to within 15 to 50% (10).
Transiting exoplanets are of special interest because the size of a transiting exoplanet can be
derived from its transit light curve and combined with its mass, if known, to yield the planet’s
density, constraining its internal structure and potential habitability. Furthermore, the atmo-
spheric properties of a transiting exoplanet can be retrieved from the host-star light passing
through its atmosphere when it transits, but the quality of atmospheric retrieval is reduced if the
planet’s mass is inadequately constrained (11).
Here, we introduce MassSpec, a method for constraining the mass of transiting exoplanets
based solely on transit observations. MassSpec extracts a planet’s mass through its influence on
the atmospheric scale height. It simultaneously and self-consistently constrains the mass and
the atmosphere of an exoplanet, provides independent mass constraints for transiting planets
accessible to RV, and allows us to determine the masses for transiting planets for which the
radial velocity method fails.
2 MassSpec: Concept and Feasibility
The mass of a planet affects its transmission spectrum through the pressure profile of its at-
mosphere (i.e., p(z) where z is the altitude), and hence its atmospheric absorption profile. For
an ideal gas atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium, the pressure varies with the altitude as
d ln(p) = − 1
H
dz, where H is the atmospheric scale height defined as
H =
kT
µg
, (1)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant and T , µ and g are the local (i.e., altitude dependent) tempera-
ture, mean molecular mass, and gravity. By expressing the local gravity in terms of the planet’s
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sizes (mass, Mp, and radius, Rp), Eq. 1 can be rewritten as
Mp =
kTR2p
µGH
. (2)
Thus, our method conceptually requires constraining the radius of the target as well as its atmo-
spheric temperature, mean molecular mass, and scale height.
A planet transmission spectrum can be seen as a wavelength-dependent drop in the appar-
ent brightness of the host star when the planet transits (Fig.1). At a wavelength with high
atmospheric absorption, λ1, the planet appears larger than at a wavelength with lower atmo-
spheric absorption, λ2—because of the additional flux drop due to the opaque atmospheric
annulus. In particular, a relative flux-drop, ∆F
F
(λ), is associated with an apparent planet ra-
dius, Rp(λ) =
√
∆F
F
(λ) × R?. Transmission spectroscopy mainly probes low-pressure levels;
therefore, the mass encompassed in the sphere of radius Rp(λ) (Eq. 2) is a good proxy for the
planetary mass.
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Figure 1: Transit-depth variations, ∆F
F
(λ), induced by the wavelength-dependent opacity of a
transiting planet atmosphere. The stellar disk and the planet are not resolved; the flux variation
of a point source is observed.
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The apparent radius of a planet relates directly to its atmospheric properties due to their
effect on its opacity,
piR2p(λ) = pi [Rp,0 + heff (λ)]
2 =
∫ ∞
0
2pir(1− e−τ(r,λ)) dr, (3)
where Rp,0, heff (λ), and e−τ(r,λ) are respectively a planetary radius of reference—i.e., any
radial distance at which the body is optically thick in limb-looking over all the spectral band
of interest, the effective atmosphere height, and the planet’s transmittance at radius r (Fig. 2).
τ(r, λ) is the slant-path optical depth defined as
τ(r, λ) = 2
∫ x∞
0
∑
i
ni(r
′)× σi(T (r′), p(r′), λ) dx, (4)
where r′ =
√
r2 + x2 and ni(r′) and σi(T (r′), p(r′), λ) are the number density and the ex-
tinction cross section of the ith atmospheric component at the radial distance r′ (13). In other
words, a planet’s atmospheric properties [ni(z), T (z), and p(z)] are embedded in its transmis-
sion spectrum through τ(r, λ) (Eqs. 3 and 4).
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Figure 2: Basics of a planet’s transmission spectrum (planetary atmosphere scaled up to en-
hance visibility). (A) In-transit geometry as viewed by an observer presenting the areas of
the atmospheric annulii affecting the transmission spectrum. (B) Side-view showing the flux
transmitted through an atmospheric annulus of radius r. (C) Transmittance as a function of
the radius at wavelengths with high and low atmospheric absorption—λ1 (solid lines) and λ2
(dash-dotted lines), respectively. Due to higher atmospheric absorption at λ1, the planet will
appear larger than it does at λ2, because of the more-extended opaque atmospheric annulus
[heff (λ1)) > heff (λ2)] that translates into an additional flux drop (12).5
The integral in Eq. 3 can be split at the radius of reference (because the planet is opaque at
all λ at smaller radii), and thus Eq. 3 becomes
[Rp,0 + heff (λ)]
2 = R2p,0 +Rp,0c, (5)
c , 2
∫ ∞
0
(1 + y)(1− e−τ(y,λ)) dy, 1
y = z/Rp,0,
leading directly to the expression of the effective atmosphere height
heff (λ) = Rp,0(−1 +
√
1 + c). (6)
The embedded atmospheric information can be straightforwardly accessed for most optically
active wavelength ranges using
heff (λ) = Rp,0B(γEM + lnAλ), (7)
where γEM is the Euler-Mascheroni constant (14)—γEM = limn→+∞
∑n
k=1
1
k
−lnn ≈ 0.57722
(Supplementary Materials Text 1) (12). In the above equation, B is a multiple of the dimen-
sionless scale height and Aλ is an extended slant-path optical depth at reference radius. The
exact formulation of B and Aλ depends on the extinction processes affecting the transmission
spectrum at λ (Table S.1). For Rayleigh scattering,
B =
H
Rp,0
and (8)
Aλ =
√
2piRp,0Hnsc,0σsc(λ), (9)
where nsc,0 and σsc(λ) are the number density at Rp,0 and the cross-section of the scatterers.
Conceptually, Eq. 7 tells us the altitude where the atmosphere becomes transparent for a given
1Edited from the version published in Science to correct Eq. 6 and have consistent definitions of c in Eqs. 5 and
S.3, based on Stephen Messenger’s comments.
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slant-path optical depth at a radius of reference, Aλ. For example, if Aλ is 104 then the atmo-
sphere becomes transparent at ≈ 9 scale heights above the reference radius.
Most importantly, Eq. 7 reveals the dependency of a transmission spectrum on its key param-
eters: in particular, Aλ is dependent in unique ways on the scale height, the reference pressure,
the temperature and the number densities of the main atmospheric absorbents (Supplementary
Materials Text A.4), which lead to the mean molecular mass. The uniqueness of these depen-
dencies enables the independent retrieval of each of these key parameters. Therefore, a planet’s
mass can be constrained uniquely by transmission spectroscopy (Eq. 2).
3 MassSpec: Applications
3.1 Gas giants
With available instruments, MassSpec is applicable only to hot Jupiters. Their mean molecular
mass is known a priori (H/He-dominated atmosphere: µ ≈ 2.3) and their temperature is inferred
from, e.g., emission spectroscopy. Hence, high SNR/resolution transmission spectra are not
required to constrain their mean molecular mass and temperature independently. Therefore, the
measurement of the Rayleigh-scattering slope in transmission is sufficient to yield the mass of
a hot Jupiter because it relates directly to its atmospheric scale height. Because Aλ depends
solely on λ through σsc(λ) for Rayleigh scattering (Eq. 9), by using the scaling law function for
the Rayleigh-scattering cross section, σsc(λ) = σ0(λ/λ0)α, Eq. 7 leads to
αH =
dRp(λ)
d lnλ
, (10)
with α = -4 (15). Therefore, using Eqs. 2 and 10 the planet mass can be derived from
Mp = −4kT [Rp(λ)]
2
µGdRp(λ)d lnλ
. (11)
Based on estimates (16, 17) of T ≈ 1300 K, dRp(∼ 0.8µm)/d lnλ ≈ -920 km, and Rp(∼
0.8µm) ≈ 1.21RJup derived from emission and transmission spectra, MassSpec’s estimate
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of HD 189733b’s mass is 1.15 MJup. This is in excellent agreement with the mass derived
from RV measurements [1.14±0.056MJup (18)] for this extensively observed Jovian exoplanet.
MassSpec’s application to gas giants will be particularly important for gas giants whose star’s
activity prevents a mass measurement with RV [e.g., the hottest known planet, WASP-33b (4)].
3.2 Super-Earths & Earth-sized Planets
The pool of planets accessible to MassSpec will extend down to super-Earths and Earth-sized
planets thanks to the high SNR spectra expected from the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST;
launch date 2018) and the Exoplanet Characterisation Observatory (EChO; ESA M3 mission
candidate). We estimate that with data from JWST, MassSpec could yield the mass of mini-
Neptunes, super-Earths, and Earth-sized planets up to distances of 500 pc, 100 pc, and 50 pc,
respectively, for M9V stars and 200 pc, 40 pc and 20 pc for M1V stars or stars with earlier
spectral types (Fig. 3; Supplementary Text B.4). For EChO the numbers would be 250 pc, 50 pc
and 13 pc, and 100 pc, 20 pc and 6 pc, respectively.
In particular, if MassSpec would be applied to 200 hrs of in-transit observations of super-
Earths transiting an M1V star at 15 pc with JWST, it would yield mass measurements with a
relative uncertainty of ∼ 2%(∼ 10%)[∼ 15%] for hydrogen(water)[nitrogen]-dominated atmo-
spheres (Figs. S.9, 4, and S.10). The larger significance of the mass measurements obtained for
hydrogen-dominated super-Earths results from higher SNR of their transmission spectra, which
is due to the larger extent of the atmosphere because of the smaller mean molecular mass of
H/He. For the same super-Earths with hydrogen(water)-dominated atmospheres, EChO’s data
should yield mass measurements with a relative uncertainty of ∼ 3%(∼ 25%) (Figs. S.11 and
S.12), respectively; for a nitrogen world in the same configuration it will not be possible to
constrain the mass (Fig. S.13).
In the future era of 20-meter space telescopes, sufficiently high quality transmission spectra
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Figure 3: The boundaries of MassSpec’s application domain for 200 hours of in-transit observa-
tions. Using JWST, MassSpec could yield the mass of super-Earth and Earth-sized planets up to
the distance shown by the black dashed, and dotted lines, respectively. Similarly, the maximum
distance to Earth for MassSpec’s application based on EChO’s observations of a mini-Neptune,
a super-Earth, and an Earth-sized planets are shown by the blue solid, dashed, and dotted lines,
respectively. The green dotted line refers to the case of an Earth-sized planet observed with a
20-meter space telescope. The grey area show the stars too bright for JWST/NIRSpec in the
R=1000 mode (J-band magnitude . 7).
of Earth-sized planets will be available (19). By using MassSpec, such facilities could yield
the mass of Earth-sized planets transiting a M1V star (or stars with earlier spectral types) at
15 pc with a relative uncertainty of ∼ 5% (Fig. S.17). For M9V stars, it would be possible to
constrain the mass of Earth-sized planets up to 200 pc and for M1V stars or stars with earlier
spectral types, up to 80 pc (Fig. 3).
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Figure 4: MassSpec’s application to the synthetic transmission spectrum of a water-dominated
super-Earth transiting a M1V star at 15 pc as observed with JWST for a total of 200 hrs in-
transit. (A) Synthetic data and the best fit together with the individual contributions of the at-
mospheric species. (B) Normalized posterior probability distribution (PPD) of the atmospheric
species number densities at the reference radius. (C) Normalized PPD for the scale height. (D)
Normalized PPD for the pressure at deepest atmospheric level probed by transmission spec-
troscopy. (E) Normalized PPD for the temperature. (F) Normalized PPD for the exoplanet
mass. The diamonds indicate the values of atmospheric parameters used to simulate the input
spectrum and the asterisks in the panel A legend indicate molecules that are not used to simulate
the input spectrum. The atmospheric properties (number densities, scale height, and tempera-
ture) are retrieved with significance yielding to a mass measurement with a relative uncertainty
of ∼ 10%.
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Figure 5: MassSpec’s application to the synthetic transmission spectrum of an Earth-like exo-
planet transiting a M7V star at 15 pc as observed with JWST for a total of 200 hrs in-transit.
The panels show the same quantities as on Fig. 4. The atmospheric properties (number densities,
scale height, and temperature) are retrieved with significance yielding to a mass measurement
with a relative uncertainty of ∼ 8%.
4 Discussion
4.1 Habitable Earth-Sized Planets Around Late M dwarfs in the Next
Decade
Late M dwarfs are favorable for any in-transit information such as transmission spectra because
of their large ratio of radiance over projected area (Fig. S.19). For that reason MassSpec can be
applied to late M dwarfs more distant than other stars, for a given planet (Fig. 3). If they exist,
Earth-sized planets may be detected around late M dwarfs before JWST’s launch by SPECU-
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LOOS (Search for Habitable Planets Eclipsing Ultra-cool Stars), a European Research Council
mission that will begin observing the coolest M dwarfs in 2016. Their mass will not be con-
strained by RV because of the faintness of their host stars. However, MassSpec’s application to
their JWST’s spectra will yield both their masses and atmospheric properties (Fig. 5), hence the
assessment of their potential habitability.
4.2 JWST-EChO Synergy
Time prioritization of JWST and EChO taking into account their synergy would increase the
science delivery of both missions. Because the smaller aperture of EChO would enable it
to observe brighter stars (i.e., early-type and close-by stars), EChO’s and JWST’s time could
be respectively prioritized on super-Earths and Earth-sized planets for M9V stars closer than
25 pc and for M1V stars (or stars with earlier spectral type) closer than 10 pc (Fig. 3). Sim-
ilarly, EChO’s and JWST’s time could be respectively prioritized on gas giants and super-
Earths for M9V stars closer than 125 pc and for M1V stars (or stars with earlier spectral
type) closer than 50 pc. EChO would be particularly useful to determine the mass—and at-
mospheric properties—of gas giants because its wide spectral coverage would allow to measure
their Rayleigh-scattering slope at short wavelengths.
4.3 Clouds Will Not Overshadow MassSpec
Clouds are known to be present in exoplanet atmospheres (20) and to affect transmission spectra
by limiting the apparent extent of the molecular absorption bands because the atmospheric
layers below the cloud deck are not probed by the observations (21). Therefore, the higher
the cloud deck, the larger the error bars are with the MassSpec retrieval method due to the
reduced amount of atmospheric information available. For example, the uncertainty on the mass
estimate of a water-dominated super-Earth with a cloud deck at 1 mbar is twice the uncertainty
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obtained for the same planet with a cloud-free atmosphere (Supplementary Text B.4). However,
clouds will not render MassSpec ineffectual because they are not expected for pressures below
1 mbar (22)—which is at least three orders of magnitude (i.e., seven scale heights) deeper than
the lowest pressure probed by transmission spectroscopy. In other words, there will always be
atmospheric information available from transmission spectroscopy.
4.4 Complementarity of MassSpec and RV
Transmission spectroscopy is suited for low-density planets and atmospheres and bright or large
stars (signal ∝ ρ−1p µ−1T?R0.5? ), whereas radial velocity measurements are ideal for massive
planets and low-mass stars (signal ∝ MpM−0.5? ). Therefore, each mass-retrieval method is
optimal in a specific region of the planet-star parameter space (Supplementary Text C), making
both methods complementary.
4.5 Possible Insights Into Planetary Interiors
Mass and radius are not always sufficient to obtain insights into a planet’s interior. MassSpec’s
simultaneous constraints on a planet’s atmosphere and bulk density may help to break this
degeneracy, in some cases. A precision on a planet mass of 3 to 15%, combined with the
planetary radius can yield the planetary average density and hence bulk composition. Even
with a relatively low precision of 10 to 15%, it is possible to infer whether or not a planet
is predominantly rocky or predominantly composed of H/He (23, 24). With a higher planet
mass precision, large ranges of planetary compositions can be ruled out for high- and low-mass
planets, possibly revealing classes of planets with intermediate density to terrestrial-like or ice
or giant planets with no solar system counterpart (25). Typically the bulk density alone cannot
break the planet interior composition degeneracy, especially for planets of intermediate density.
However, measurement of atmospheric species may add enough information to reduce some
13
of the planet interior composition degeneracies—e.g., the rejection of H/He as the dominant
species yields constraint on the bulk composition, independently of the mass uncertainty.
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A Key parameters of and their effects on a transmission spec-
trum
Here, we derive analytically the dependencies of a transmission spectrum on its main parameters
for different extinction processes. In particular, we show that the apparent height takes the form
Rp,0B(γEM + lnAλ) for extinction processes such as Rayleigh scattering, collision-induced
absorption (CIA), and molecular absorption for most optically active wavelength ranges. Rp,0B
is a multiple of the scale height and Aλ is an extended slant-path optical depth at Rp,0. B
and Aλ summarize how a planet’s atmospheric properties are embedded in its transmission
spectrum. In particular, the formulation ofB andAλ reveal the key parameters behind a planet’s
transmission spectrum. The formulation of B and Aλ (i.e., the way the atmospheric properties
are embedded by transmission spectroscopy) depends on the extinction processes. Therefore,
we first approach in details the case of Rayleigh scattering—or any processes with an extinction
cross-section independent of T and p. Then we extend our demonstration to other processes
such as CIA and molecular absorption.
For the coming demonstrations, we will use the following assumptions: (a1) the extent
of the optically active atmosphere is small compared to the planetary radius (z  Rp(λ)),
(a2) the atmosphere can be assumed isothermal (dzT (Rp(λ)) ' 0), and (a3) the atmosphere
can be assumed isocompositional, dzXi(Rp(λ)) ' 0 (where Xi is the mixing ratio of the ith
atmospheric constituent). For a later generalization, we specify for each case at which step
these assumptions are used.
A.1 Dependency for Rayleigh scattering
For extinction processes like Rayleigh scattering, the cross section is independent of pressure
and temperature [σλ 6= fλ(T, p)] therefore, using the assumptions a1, a2, and a3, the slant-path
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optical depth (Eq. 4) can be formulated as
τ(z, λ) =
∑
i
σi(λ)ni,0e
−z/H
√
2pi(Rp,0 + z)H, (S.1)
where the last term comes from the integral over dx (26), or as,
τ(y, λ) ' Aλe−y/B, where

y = z/Rp,0
Aλ =
√
2piRp,0H
∑
i ni,0σi(λ)
B = H/Rp,0
, (S.2)
i.e., y and B are the dimensionless altitude and atmospheric scale height, respectively, and Aλ
is the slant-path optical depth at the reference radius—we recall that the reference radius in any
radial distance at which the body is optically thick in limb-looking over all the spectral band of
interest. Therefore, Eq. 5 can be rewritten as
y2eff + 2yeff = c = 2
∫ ∞
0
(1 + y)(1− e−Aλe−y/B) dy. (S.3)
By solving Eq., S.3, yeff = −1 +
√
1 + c. The integral in Eq. S.3 evaluated analytically over τ
is
c
2
=
∫ 0
Aλ
(1−B ln τ
Aλ
)(1− e−τ )(−B
τ
) dτ (S.4)
=
∫ 0
Aλ
−B
τ
+
Be−τ
τ
+
B2 ln τ
Aλ
τ
− B
2 ln τ
Aλ
e−τ
τ
dτ. (S.5)
An evaluation of the integral of each term of Eq. S.5 leads to∫ 0
Aλ
−B
τ
dτ = −B ln τ |0Aλ , (S.6)∫ 0
Aλ
Be−τ
τ
dτ = BEi(τ)|0Aλ , (S.7)∫ 0
Aλ
B2 ln τ
Aλ
τ
dτ = −B2 lnAλ ln τ |0Aλ + 0.5B2 ln2 τ |0Aλ , and (S.8)∫ 0
Aλ
−B
2 ln τ
Aλ
e−τ
τ
dτ = B2 lnAλEi(τ)|0Aλ −B2
∫ 0
Aλ
ln τe−τ
τ
dτ, (S.9)
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where Ei(x) is the exponential integral. The integral remaining in Eq. S.9 is equal to
[τ 3F3(1, 1, 1; 2, 2, 2;−τ)− 0.5 ln(τ)(ln(τ) + 2Γ(0, τ) + 2γEM)] |0Aλ where pFq(a1, ..., ap; b1, ..., bq; z)
is the generalized hypergeometric function and γEM is the Euler-Mascheroni constant (14)—
γEM = limn→+∞
∑n
k=1
1
k
− lnn(≈ 0.57722). This insight for the transmission spectrum equa-
tions (Eqs. S.5-S.9) enables further developments of Eq. S.4 using the following series expan-
sions:
1. Ei(x)|x=0 = lnx+ γEM − x+O(x2),
2. [τ 3F3(1, 1, 1; 2, 2, 2;−x)− 0.5 ln(x)(ln(x) + 2Γ(0, x) + 2γEM)] |x=0 = ln2 x2 + O(x),
and
3. [τ 3F3(1, 1, 1; 2, 2, 2;−x)− 0.5 ln(x)(ln(x) + 2Γ(0, x) + 2γEM)] |x1 = 6γ
2
EM+pi
2
12
+O(x−5).
The use of this last series expansion is appropriate if x & 5, i.e., in optically active spectral
bands where Aλ & 5 because absorbers/diffusers affect effectively the light transmission.
In active spectral bands, we can rewrite Eq. S.5 as
c
2
= −B ln 0 +B lnAλ +B(ln 0 + γEM)−BEi(Aλ)−B2 lnAλ ln 0 +B2 ln2Aλ + 0.5B2 ln2 0(S.10)
−0.5B2 ln2Aλ +B2 lnAλ(ln 0 + γEM)−B2 lnAλEi(Aλ)− 0.5B2 ln2 0 +B2 6γ
2
EM + pi
2
12
,(S.11)
= (γEM + lnAλ − Ei(Aλ))(B +B2 lnAλ) +B2(− ln
2Aλ
2
+
6γ2EM + pi
2
12
) (S.12)
Because Ei(Aλ)  1 and γEM  B 6γ
2
EM+pi
2
12
(recall, B  1 because of assumption a1), we
can finally write we can rewrite Eq. S.12 as
c = (B lnAλ)
2 + 2(1 +BγEM)B lnAλ + (2BγEM). (S.13)
The last step towards the solution to Eq. S.3 is to use BγEM  1 to write
1 + c ' (BγEM +B lnAλ + 1)2. (S.14)
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Therefore, we obtain the following solution to Eq. S.3
yeff ' B(γEM + lnAλ) and (S.15)
τ(yeff ) ' e−γEM ≈ 0.5615 (S.16)
—note that a first order approximation on c leads to yeff = B lnAλ and τ(yeff ) = 1.
Eqs. S.15 and S.16 summarize the way a planet’s atmospheric properties (ni, T, and p) are
embedded in its transmission spectrum (Eq. 3). Conceptually, Eq. S.15 tells us the height (ex-
pressed in planetary radius) where the atmosphere becomes transparent. As an example, if Aλ
is 104 [ln(104) ≈ 9] then the atmosphere becomes transparent at ≈ 9 scale heights above the
reference radius. Eq. S.16 shows that the slant-path optical depth at the apparent height is a con-
stant (Fig. 2, panel C)—this extends previous numerical observations that τeq ≈ 0.56 in some
case (15).
The appropriateness of Eqs. S.15 and S.16 is emphasized in Fig. S.1 that shows the relative
deviation on the effective height between numerical integration of Eq. S.3 and our analytical
solution (Eq. S.15). For Earth (B ≈ 0.1%), the relative errors in the active spectral bands
will be below 0.1% which corresponds to an uncertainty on heff (λ) (and on Rp(λ)) below 10
meters—to put this in perspective, recall that the stellar disk and the planet are not resolved.
A.2 Dependency for collision-induced absorption
We extend here the results of Section A.1 to extinction processes with σ ∝ P l like CIA. For
such processes, Eq. S.2 can be rewritten as
τ(y, λ) ' Aλe−y/B, where

y = z/Rp,0
Aλ =
√
2piRp,0H
l+1
∑
i αl,i,T,0
B = H
(l+1)Rp,0
and (S.17)
αl,i,T,0 is the temperature- and species-dependent absorption coefficient. For example, for CIA
l = 1 and the αl,i,T = Ki(T )n2i where Ki(T ) = α/n
2
i and depends solely on the temperature
v
(27). Now that we obtain the same form for τ as in Section A.1 (Eq. S.2) we can apply the same
derivation leading to Eqs. S.15 and S.16. Note thatB and Aλ are different than in Section A.1—
although the general formulation of Eq. S.17 for processes with σ ∝ P l encompasses the case
of Rayleigh scattering (l = 0).
A.3 Dependency for molecular absorption
We extend here the results of Section A.1 to molecular absorption. We apply the same strategy
as for CIA by showing that the slant-path optical depth (Eq. 4) can be formulated as τ(y, λ) =
Aλe
−y/B—around heff (λ) and for most λ—and then relate to the derivation in Section A.1. For
molecular absorption, the cross-section can be expressed as
σi(λ, T, p) =
∑
j
Si,j(T )fi,j(λ− λi,j, T, p), (S.18)
where Si,j and fi,j are the intensity and the line profile of the jth line of the ith atmospheric
species. Each quantity can be approximated by
Si,j(T ) ≈ Si,j(Tref )
nT∑
m=0
aT,iT
m−1 and (S.19)
fi,j(λ− λi,j, T, p) ≈ Ai,j(λ, T ) p+ ai,j(λ, T )
p2 + bi,j(λ, T )
, (S.20)
where nT = 3 is sufficient to interpolate the line intensity dependency to the temperature (28).
Ai,j, ai,j, and bi,j are the parameters we introduced to model the variation of the line with
p at fixed {λ, T} (Fig. S.2, panel B)—as an example, at low pressure fi,j(λ − λi,j, T, p) ≈
Ai,j(λ, T )ai,j(λ, T )/bi,j(λ, T ) whereAi,j(λ, T )ai,j(λ, T )/bi,j(λ, T ) is the amplitude of the Doppler
profile of at {λ, T}. The second term of Eq. S.20 is a dimensionless rational function with a
zero (−ai,j) and a pair of complex conjugate poles (±
√
bi,j) (for detail on rational functions
and their properties; Section D). The positions of the zero and the poles in the complex field (C)
induce four regimes of specific dependency of f on T and p (Fig. S.2.C)
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1. Doppler regime: while p < ai,j , fi,j is independent of p (i.e., fi,j ≈ Ai,jai,j/bi,j) because
neither the zero nor the poles are activated. In terms of distance to the line center (νj), the
Doppler regime dominates when (ν − νj) < γT , where γT ,
{
ν : d2ν ln fV |ν = 0
}
(fV
and γV are the Voigt profile and its FWMH, respectively).
2. Voigt-to-Doppler transition regime: while p2 < bi,j , fi,j ∝ p1 because only the zero is
activated (i.e., p ≥ ai,j). In particular, fi,j = Ai,j(p + ai,j)/bi,j . In terms of distance to
the line center, this regime dominates when (ν − νj) < γV .
3. Voigt regime: while p2 ∼ bi,j and p ≥ ai,j , fi,j behaves as the rational fraction introduced
in Eq. S.20 because the zero and the poles are activated. In terms of distance to the line
center, this regime dominates when (ν − νj) ∼ γV .
4. Lorentzian regime: while p2 ≥ bi,j and p  ai,j , fi,j ∝ p−1 because one zero and two
poles are activated. In terms of distance to the line center, this regime dominates when
(ν − νj) > γV .
While ai,j and bi,j govern the regime of the line profile,Ai,j models its variation with temper-
ature; Ai,j ∝ Tw, where w is the broadening exponent—in the Lorentzian regime, the broad-
ening exponent ranges from 0.4 to 0.75 (classical value: 0.5) while it is -0.5 in the Doppler
regime (13).
Using Eqs. S.19 and S.20 and the ideal gas law, the absorption coefficient can be formulated
as
α(λ, T, p) =
∑
i
ni(T, p)σi(λ, T, p) (S.21)
=
V p
R
∑
i
Xi
3∑
m=0
aT,iT
m−2∑
j
Si,j(Tref )Ai,j(λ, T )
p+ ai,j(λ, T )
p2 + bi,j(λ, T )
. (S.22)
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For most λ, the extinction process is dominated by one line. Therefore, the overall depen-
dency of the absorption coefficient can be formulated as
α(λ, T, p) = Λκp
p+ aκ
p2 + bκ
, (S.23)
where κ = {λ, T,Xi} and Λκ, aκ, and bκ are model parameters introduced to fit the absorption
coefficient variation in the T − p − X space with λ being fixed. All of these parameters are
known a priori from quantum physics and/or lab measurements (28). In particular, for most
λ, Λκ, aκ, and bκ are XiSi,j(λ)(T )Ai,j(λ)(λ), ai,j(λ)(λ), and bi,j(λ)(λ), respectively, where j(λ)
refers to the line that dominates at λ. We show in Fig. S.2.D that the absorption coefficient
behaves like fi,j (Eq. S.20) but with an additional zero at p = 0, which originates from the
number density.
Using the assumptions a1, a2, and a3, Eq. 4 becomes
τ(z, λ) = 2Λκ
∫ ∞
0
p2 + aκp
p2 + bκ
dx, where
{
p = p0 exp(−z′/H)
z′ = z′(z, x) ≈ x2
2(Rp+z)
+ z
. (S.24)
Transmission spectroscopy probes a limited range of atmospheric layers at each wavelength.
Therefore, only a limited part of the dependency on T − p of the dominant line at λ is recorded.
We use this property to extend our demonstration assuming that each wavelength records only
one regime of dependency (Fig. S.2). By doing so, we show that the slant-path optical depth
(Eq. 4) can be approached by τ(y, λ) = Aλe−y/B in the probed atmospheric layers (i.e., around
heff (λ))—and for most λ. This approach extends the use of Eqs. S.15 and S.16 to molecular
absorption based on the derivation performed in Section A.1.
A.3.1 Doppler regime
When the dominant line at λ behaves as a Doppler profile (p  aκ), the absorption coeffi-
cient depends on the pressure only through the number density (i.e., similarly to the Rayleigh-
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scattering case, Section A.1). Therefore, Eq. S.24 can be rewritten as
τ(z, λ) =
√
2piRp,0HΛκ
aκ
bκ
p0e
−z/H . (S.25)
A.3.2 Voigt-to-Doppler transition regime
In this regime, p2 < bκ, therefore, Eq. S.24 can be rewritten as
τ(z, λ) =
√
2piRp,0HΛκ
aκ
bκ
p0e
−z/H(1 +
p0√
2aκ
e−z/H). (S.26)
This regime encompasses the three following subregimes: p  aκ, p ∼ aκ, and p  aκ.
The first subregime corresponds to the Doppler regime (Eq. S.25). Eq. S.24 is rewritten for the
second and third subregimes, respectively, as
τ(z, λ) =
√
4
3
piRp,0HΛκ
2
√
aκ
bκ
(p0e
−z/H)3/2 and (S.27)
τ(z, λ) =
√
2piRp,0H
Λκ√
2bκ
(p0e
−z/H)2. (S.28)
A.3.3 Voigt regime
This regime refers to the general formulation of the problem, i.e., when the Doppler and the
Lorentzian behaviours affect the line profile with comparable magnitudes. This formulation
does not simplify the integral in Eq. S.24. Therefore, we rewrite Eq. S.24 for the transition case
p2 ∼ bκ  a2κ
τ(z, λ) =
√
2piRp,0HΛκ
2√
bκ
p0e
−z/H . (S.29)
A.3.4 Lorentzian regime
In this regime, p2 ≥ −bi,j and p  −ai,j; therefore, the absorption coefficient is mostly
pressure-independent (Fig. S.2, last panel). As a result, such a regime is not expected to be
recorded, under the assumptions a2 and a3.
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A.4 Summary and Discussion
Now that we have gone through all the different extinction processes, we can find out what
formulation of the effective height is generally true and reveal the key parameters behind a
planet’s transmission spectrum. We demonstrate that the slant-path optical depth (Eq. 4) is of
the form τ(y, λ) = Aλe−y/B, for most λ. As a result, the apparent atmospheric height can be
expressed as heff = Rp,0B(γEM + lnAλ). We show the appropriateness of our demonstration
in Fig. S.3 using the numerical simulation of the transmission spectrum of an Earth-sized planet
with a isothermal and isocompositional atmosphere—same abundances as at Earth’s surface—
(details on the transmission spectrum model in Section B.1). It confirms that τeq ≈ 0.56 for
a significant fraction of the active bins (∼99%). In addition, we note that a large fraction of
the spectral range (∼70%) recorded a {∝ P 2}-dependency of τ . This means that transmission
spectroscopy preferably records transitions from the Voigt regime to the Doppler regime. The
fact that transmission spectroscopy records preferably the Voigt-to-Doppler transition regime is
important because this regime embeds independent information about the pressure. The main
reason is that γV is small, therefore the spectral bins are more likely to be on a line wing, rather
than close to the line center.
Modeling high-resolution spectra based on solving heff (λ) = [z : τ(z, λ) = e−γEM ] is
adequate, but not correct for all λ. In particular, we show in Fig. S.4 that for an Earth-sized
planet with a isothermal and isocompositional atmosphere—same abundances as at Earth’s
surface—the error on heff (λ) is below 3% (3σ) of the scale height. An error on heff (λ) be-
low 3% corresponds to an error of the simulated apparent height below 250 meters—which
is sufficient to advocate for the adequacy of modeling transmission spectra based on solving
heff (λ) = [z : τ(z, λ) = e
−γEM ], not its correctness.
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Dependency Aλ and B record the dependency of a planet’s transmission spectrum on atmo-
spheric properties in ways that vary based on the extinction process and the regime effectively
recorded at λ (Table S.1). While B is solely affected by H , Aλ is affected in independent ways
by the following parameters:
• The scale height, H , affects Aλ through
√
H for all extinction processes—geometry fac-
tor from the light path.
• The number densities of the main atmospheric absorbents, ni, affects Aλ proportionally
for molecular absorption (recall Λκp0 = ni,0Si,j(λ)(T )Ai,j(λ)(λ)) and for Rayleigh scat-
tering, while their square affect Aλ for CIA—resulting in stronger constraints on ni when
assessed primarily from CIA signal.
• The reference pressure, p0, affects Aλ for molecular absorption in the Voigt-to-Doppler
regime (Aλ ∝ p0.50 if p ∼ aκ and Aλ ∝ p10 if p  aκ), which is recorded by most of the
spectral bins.
• The temperature, T , affects Aλ in two ways: (i) through Λκ due to the line-intensity de-
pendence on T (as a third-order polynomial) and (ii) through the line-profile dependence
on T (Tw-dependency of the line broadening). In addition, processes like CIA are also
dependent on T , in a way that is known a priori from quantum mechanics (27).
Although both the information on the temperature and the number densities are embedded in
Λκ, T and ni affect Λκ in specific/unique way. Λκ ∝ ni independently of λ, while it depends on
T in a way that varies with λ through the line intensity and profile—dependency known a priori
from quantum mechanics or lab measurements.
In summary, the key parameters of a transmission spectrum—the atmospheric scale height,
the number densities of the main absorbents, the temperature, and the pressure—affect it inde-
xi
pendently. Therefore, it is theoretically possible to retrieve independently each of these param-
eters, although they are embedded in the spectrum.
Table S.1: Dependency of Aλ and B to the regimes recorded
Extinction process—Recorded regime Aλ B
Rayleigh scattering
√
2piRp,0H
∑
i ni,0σi(λ)
H
Rp,0
Collision Induced Absorption
√
piRp,0H
∑
iKi(T )n
2
i,0
H
2Rp,0
Molecular absorption
Doppler regime (p < aκ)
√
2piRp,0H Λκ
aκ
bκ
p0
H
Rp,0
Voigt-to-Doppler transition regime (p2 < bκ)
if p ∼ aκ
√
4
3
piRp,0H Λκ
2
√
aκ
bκ
p1.50
H
1.5Rp,0
if p aκ
√
piRp,0H Λκ
1
bκ
p20
H
2Rp,0
Voigt regime
if p2 ∼ bκ  a2κ
√
2piRp,0H Λκ
2√
bκ
p0
H
Rp,0
Discussion The analytical derivations performed in this section required using the three fol-
lowing assumptions: (a1) the extent of the optically active atmosphere is small compared to the
planetary radius (z  Rp), (a2) the atmosphere can be assumed isothermal [dzT (Rp(λ)) ' 0],
and (a3) the atmosphere can be assumed isocompositional [dzXi(Rp(λ)) ' 0]. We discuss
below how Section A’s conclusions are mostly unaffected by the relaxation of the assumptions
a2 and a3—a1 being justified. In particular, we explain conceptually that the effect of each
key parameter remains unique while relaxing these assumptions, meaning that MassSpec can
be applied to any exoplanet atmosphere, theoretically.
The analytical derivations become more complex if assumptions a2 and a3 are relaxed,
therefore we cannot extend the derivations for the general case. Yet, it is possible to describe
conceptually how these relaxations affect the results of this section.
(i) A non-isothermal atmosphere translates primarily into an altitude-dependent scale height
[H = H(z)]—therefore, it is required to model the planet’s atmosphere with a z-dependent
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scale height in the retrieval method (Section B). However, the temperature can still be self-
consistently retrieved from a planet’s transmission spectrum because it affects specifically the
slant-path optical depth profile [τ(r, λ)] through the extinction cross section profile [σi(T (r′), p(r′), λ)].
For molecular absorption, T affects σi(T (r′), p(r′), λ) through the line intensities and profiles
in ways that are known a priori from quantum mechanics and/or lab measurements. T af-
fects mainly the line intensities through the total internal partition sum (TIPS) and the Boltz-
mann populations for molecular absorption. The TIPS describes the overall population of the
molecule’s quantum states, and is solely dependent on the molecular structure (i.e., the species)
and the local temperature. The effect of temperature on the TIPS can be appropriately approxi-
mated by a third order polynomial. On the other hand, the temperature effect on the population
of a molecule’s individual state depends solely on the temperature and the energy of the state.
Therefore, the extinction cross-section depends on the temperature in ways that vary with the
wavelength, in opposition to the TIPS. Finally, the temperature affects the line broadening as
∝ Tw, wherew is the broadening exponent and ranges from 0.4 to 0.75 in the Lorentzian regime
(classical value: 0.5), while it is -0.5 in the Doppler regime (13).
The overall effect of a change in T cannot be compensated/mimicked by other atmospheric
parameters because it is specific—and a priori known. For example, although a local decrease
in temperature could be compensated at the zeroth order by an increase of the local number
densities:
• The increase in number densities required to compensate the change in the line intensities
will be inconsistent with the increase required to mitigate the change in local pressure.
While a molecule’s local number density will have to scale as a third order polynomial
to compensate line intensity changes, it should scale as 1/T to compensate the change in
pressure.
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• The compensation enabled by an increase in number densities is wavelength-independent
while the effect of T on the absorption coefficient is strongly wavelength-dependent.
(ii) A non-isocompositional atmosphere translates into different number density scale height
for each component. Alike in the case of temperature changes, changes in composition affect
the slant-path in specific ways, preserving MassSpec’s capability for obtaining independent
constraints on the parameters of the mass equation (Eq. 2). A change in number density is
species specific and, hence, cannot be compensated by a change in temperature, scale height or
reference pressure.
In some case, molecules such as water may require the use of an individual scale height for
proper retrieval. The use of individual scale heights will be of primary importance for plan-
ets in habitable zone as a significantly smaller scale height for the water number density could
indicate the presence of water surface reservoir (a key to assessing habitability). For such appli-
cations, comparisons with the scale height of other molecules will be required. Molecules that
are expected to present constant mixing ratio throughout the atmosphere could then be consid-
ered as independent markers to extract the pressure scale height. The best marker candidate is
carbon dioxide because (i) it is a molecule chemically stable that is thus well-mixed in a planet’s
atmosphere and (ii) it presents numerous strong absorption bands that enable CO2 detection at
low abundance (down to ∼ 0.1ppm). In the extreme cases where water and carbon dioxide are
depleted from a planet’s atmosphere due to condensation, nitrogen and/or hydrogen—which
are known to be chemically stable at temperatures leading to CO2 condensation—would be the
dominant species and, hence, the primary marker for the pressure scale.
Modeling transmission spectra by solving heff (λ) = [z : τ(z, λ) = e−γEM ] As shown in
Section A.1, the apparent height is of the form Rp,0B(γEM + lnAλ) when τeq ≈ 0.56. We show
in Fig. S.5 that for 50% of the optically active bins, our formulation for heff is still adequate
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for Earth, i.e., for a planet with atmospheric temperature and mixing ratios strongly dependent
on the altitude. We emphasize in Fig. S.6 that water is the main origin for the deviation of τeq’s
distribution from∼ 0.56 shown in Fig. S.5. The removal of water from Earth’s atmosphere leads
to τeq ≈ 0.56 for 80% of the active bins. The effect of water on τeq’s distribution is due to the
strong variation of the water mixing ratio with the altitude close to Earth’s surface. The strong
variation of the water mixing ratio with the altitude invalidates assumption a3 and therefore the
demonstration in Section A.3, meaning that heff deviates from the formulation Rp,0B(γEM +
lnAλ). As we discussed above, it is not because heff deviates from Rp,0B(γEM + lnAλ) that
the specificity of the dependency of a transmission spectrum to its parameters is invalid too—
we are just unable to provide the general derivation in such a general atmosphere. Note that the
significant effect of a specific species’s scale height on a transmission spectrum is favorable for
hability assessment (see previous paragraph).
We show in Fig. S.7 the error on heff (λ) when modeling Earth’s transmission spectra using
heff (λ) = [z : τ(z, λ) = e
−γEM ]. The error on heff (λ) is below 18% (3σ). An error on heff (λ)
below 18% corresponds to an error of the simulated apparent height below 1500 meters—which
is sufficient to advocate for the adequacy of modeling transmission spectra based on solving
heff (λ) = [z : τ(z, λ) = e
−γEM ], not its complete accuracy.
Finally, note that solving heff (λ) = [z : τ(z, λ) = e−γEM ] is computationally much more
efficient than a direct numerical integration of Eq. 3. Solving heff (λ) = [z : τ(z, λ) = e−γEM ]
solely requires knowing the parameters Λκ, aκ, and bκ (Eq. S.23)—i.e., the dependency of each
species’ extinction cross-section on the pressure and the temperature—from quantum physics
and/or lab measurements (28).
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B MassSpec’s potential using future facilities
In this second section we introduce the methods developed to explore what constraintsMassSpec
can enable on an exoplanet’s mass and atmosphere from future high-SNR transmission spectra.
Therefore, we (1) generate theoretical transmission spectra, (2) estimate their instrumental out-
put and (3) perform their analysis. We first present our transmission model. Then we describe
our noise model for JWST/NIRSpec, EChO, and a synthetic 20-meter telescope. We introduce
our atmospheric retrieval method and the synthetic exoplanet scenarios used for the assessment
of MassSpec’s potential. Finally, we present and discuss our retrieval method results.
B.1 Transmission Spectrum Model
We model high resolution2 (R = λ/∆λ = 105) transmission spectra following Eq. 3: (i)
we calculate the slant-path optical depth for different altitudes (τ(z, λ)) and (ii) integrated
the contribution of each projected atmospheric annulus to the overall flux drop—2pirdr(1 −
exp[−τ(r, λ)]) (Fig. 2). The extinction cross section accounts for molecular absorption, collision-
induced absorption (CIA), and Rayleigh scattering. We computed the monochromatic molecu-
lar absorption cross sections from the HITRAN 2008 database (28) and approximate the Voigt
line profile according to (29) in order to increase the computational speed. We use opacity ta-
bles from (27) for H2−H2 CIA. We determine the Rayleigh-scattering cross section, σR,i in cgs
units, from
σR,i(λ) =
24pi3
n2iλ
4
√
Ni(λ)2 − 1
Ni(λ)2 + 2
Fi(λ), (S.30)
where λ is the wavelength and ni, Ni(λ), and Fi(λ) are the number density, the refractive index,
and the King correction factor for the depolarization of the ith atmospheric species. In particular,
2It is necessary to model the radiative transfer process at high resolution to approach adequately the absorption
lines and their effects on the stellar light. Once the simulated transmission spectrum is modeled it can be binned
down to the facility’s spectral resolution for comparison.
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we use the refractive indices of N2, CO2, CO, CH4, N2O from (30)3.
A transmission spectrum simulation requires the computation of millions of absorption lines
for each atmospheric species and numerous T − p conditions. In addition, we develop our
retrieval method in a Bayesian framework which requires a large number of transmission model
runs to converge. Therefore, we determine the extinction cross section for each component
of HITRAN as a function of λ, T and p to interpolate later for the required conditions. In
particular, we generate the extinction cross section 4-D array
• at a spectral resolution of 105 for 0.4µm to 250µm,
• for 17 pressure values spread in the log10 p[Pa] space from 7 to -3 with a higher density
around 4—because most of the information is recorded around 1 mbar,
• for 12 temperature values homogeneously spread from 150 K to 700 K.
We validate our extinction cross section model with (31). In addition, we validate our trans-
mission spectrum model comparing a synthetic Earth transmission spectrum with (19) and (32).
Except for a 3.2µm-water signature4, our simulation is consistent with our references; for that
reason, we consider our transmission model appropriate for the present study.
3We observe discrepancies between the measured data and the functional forms proposed in (30) for the refrac-
tive indices of CO2 and CO—their equations (13) and (17). Therefore, we use the following corrected forms:
nCO2 − 1
1.1427× 103 =
5799.25
(128908.9)2 − λ−2 +
120.05
(89223.8)2 − λ−2
+
5.3334
(75037.5)2 − λ−2 +
4.3244
(67837.7)2 − λ−2 +
0.1218145
(2418.136)2 − λ−2 ,
(S.31)
nCO − 1
1× 108 = 22851 +
0.456× 1014
(71427)2 − λ−2 . (S.32)
4We observed an additional water band at 3.2µm in (19); it could be due to a complementary list used in
this study. The HITRAN water absorption lines are uniformly spaced in terms of wavenumber, as expected from
quantum mechanics. Furthermore, HITRAN’s aim is to provide the spectroscopic parameters required to simulate
the transmission and emission light for Earth-like conditions. Therefore, it is unlikely that such a significant water
band would not be included in HITRAN.
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B.2 Facilities’ Noise Model
B.2.1 JWST/NIRSpec
NIRSpec is the Near-Infrared Spectrograph for the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST). The
purpose of NIRSpec is to provide low (R = 100), medium (R = 1000), and high-resolution
(R = 2700) spectroscopic observations from 0.6 to 5 µm. In the present study we focus on
the medium resolution mode because MassSpec requires a sufficient spectral resolution. Fur-
thermore, its larger spectral dispersion enables the observation of brighter stars. Note that the
effective observation time is then reduced by a factor of three because of its three grisms—alike
for the high resolution mode.
In order to estimate the noise budget of a telescope instrument one needs to (1) evaluate its
total optical throughput5 and (2) derive the instrument duty-cycle for a given target.
JWST/NIRSpec Total Optical Throughput We determine the total optical throughput of
JWST/NIRSpec following the procedure described in (33) and model the detector pixel effi-
ciency as a plateau at the 75% level with a drop of 3% at the pixel edges and integrate the spec-
trograph λ-dependent PSF over the pixel grid to estimate the resolution element sensitivity—
accounting for distortions for wavelengths under 1 µm using the 1 µm PSF-size (33).
We present the throughput budget summary for the NIRSpec medium-resolution mode in
Fig. S.8. Fig. S.8 also shows our estimate of the flux fraction going to the brightest pixel of each
resolution element which we will use further to derive the saturation time of the detector.
JWST/NIRSpec Noise Budget We derive the budget noise from the instrumental perfor-
mance shown in Fig. S.8. First, we estimate the electron flux produced on the brightest pixel of
the detector for this given star, using the data of Fig. S.8. Then, we derive the saturation time
5The total optical throughput of a telescope is the ratio of photons collected by its primary mirror to electrons
read over a spectral resolution element of its detector.
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from the electron flux and a pixel well capacity of 60,000 e− to ensure linear response. We
derive the variance of a frame, σ1F (λ), including a readout noise of 6 e− px−1 rms and a dark
current of 0.03 e− (px s)−1 and assuming the read mode to be MULTIACCUM-2x1 (33). We
derive the duty cycle based on a readtime of ∼0.53 sec, which, together with σ1F (λ), leads to
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a given observation time, t.
JWST/NIRSpec Noise Model Comparison Unlike (34), we consider JWST/NIRSpec obser-
vations will be photo-noise dominated; the pixel-phase of NIRSpec’s detector is expected to
be negligible. In particular, the pixel-phase of NIRSpec’s detectors will mainly deviate from a
plateau at the pixel edge with a relative drop below 2% induced mainly by cross-talk (i.e., the
information is mainly transferred, not lost). These variations are more than an order of magni-
tude less than presented in (34). Furthermore, even for current facilities significantly affected by
pixel-phase like the Spitzer Space Telescope, the observations are within 10 to 20% of the pho-
ton noise after systematic correction. In addition, we take into account the necessity to change
the grisms to obtain a full spectrum (33). For practical purposes including stability and baseline
follow-up, we consider that one transit is observed in a unique grism. For that reason we further
scaled the SNR by 1/
√
3 to include the inherent sharing of the integration time between the
three channels of NIRSpec’s medium-resolution module.
B.2.2 EChO
We use EChO’s noise model introduced in (11). In particular, we use a telescope effective area
of 1.13 square meter, a detector quantum efficiency of 0.7, a duty-cycle of 0.8, and an optical
throughput of 0.191 from 0.4 to 0.8 µm, 0.284 from 0.8 to 1.5 µm, 0.278 from 1.5 to 2.5 µm,
0.378 from 2.5 to 5 µm, 0.418 from 5 to 8.5 µm, 0.418 from 8.5 to 11 µm, 0.326 from 11 to 16
µm.
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B.2.3 Future-generation telescope
We use a scaled-up version of EChO to model the 20-meter telescope. In particular, we use a
spectral resolution of 1000, a detector quantum efficiency of 0.7, a duty-cycle of 0.8, and an
optical throughput of 0.4 from 0.4 to 16 µm.
B.3 Atmospheric Retrieval Method
We use an adaptive Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm to retrieve the properties
of an exoplanet’s atmosphere embedded in its transmission spectrum (Eq. 3). The key improve-
ment compared to previous studies (16, 31) is the use of a self-consistent set of parameters
derived from the first principle of transmission spectroscopy (SA) that uniquely constrains the
planetary mass. In other words, we use as jump parameters6: the temperature, the pressure
scale height and the species number density at a given planetary radius—whose choice does
not affect the retrieval method, similarly to the “reference radius”. We assume a uniform prior
distribution for all these jump parameters and draw at each step a random stellar radius based
on a Gaussian prior assuming a 1% relative uncertainty on the stellar radius.
B.3.1 Synthetic exoplanet scenarios
We first assess MassSpec’s capabilities for different super-Earths observed with JWST/NIRSpec
and EChO. We use GJ 1214b’s sizes (35) and the “hot mini-Neptune”, “Hot Halley world”,
and “nitrogen-rich world” scenarios introduced in (31) to provide a representative overview of
MassSpec’s potential. Then, we investigate the effects of clouds on MassSpec’s capabilities
using the water-dominated super-Earth and three cloud-deck scenarios at 100, 10, and 1 mbar.
Note that 100 mbar corresponds to Earth’s and Venus’ clouds’s pressure level and 1 mbar is the
lowest pressure where thick clouds are expected (22). Finally, we test MassSpec’s capabilities
6Jump parameters are the model parameters that are randomly perturbed at each step of the MCMC method.
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for an Earth-sized planet observed (1) with JWST and (2) with a future-generation 20-meter
space telescope. We highlight that MassSpec’s application to Earth-sized planet with JWST
(and EChO) requires taking advantage of late M dwarfs (Section C.2). For this last application
to Earth-like planets, we choose to focus on a nitrogen-world (“Earth-like” planet) because
(1) the first exoplanet to be confirmed habitable is likely to be a hot desert world (36), (2)
in most cases hydrogen should have escaped from an Earth-sized planet atmosphere, and (3)
nitrogen-dominated atmospheres are less favorable for transmission spectroscopy due to their
larger mean molecular mass (Eq. S.35) hence MassSpec’s capabilities derived from those are
more conservative.
We assume a total in-transit observation time of 200 hrs (34) and a M1V host star located at
15 pc, except for the Earth-like planet observed with JWST for 200 hrs around a M7V at 15 pc.
We use temperature profiles similar to (37)’s temperature (in particular, T (p & 1 mbar) ≈ 300
K) and assume a well-mixed atmospheres.
B.4 Results & Discussion
We find that future space based facilities designed for exoplanet atmosphere characterization
will also be capable of mass measurements for super-Earths and Earth-sized planets with a
relative uncertainty as low as ∼ 2%—a precision that has not yet been reached using RV mea-
surements, even for the most favorable cases of hot Jupiters.
Super-Earths with JWST and EChO See Main Text (Section MassSpec’s Applications).
The effect of clouds on MassSpec’s Clouds are known to be present in exoplanet atmo-
spheres (20) and to affect transmission spectra by limiting the apparent extent of the molecular
absorption bands as the atmospheric layers below the cloud deck are not probed (21). However,
MassSpec is not rendered ineffectual by clouds because clouds are deeper than the lowest pres-
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sure probed by transmission spectroscopy. In other words, spectral features are still detectable
in the presence of clouds but with a reduced significance (compare panels A of Figs. S.14-S.16):
the higher the cloud deck, the larger is the uncertainty on the mass estimate due to the reduced
amount of atmospheric information available. We show the effect of cloud decks at 100, 10,
and 1 mbar in Figs. S.14, S.15, and S.16, respectively. Cloud decks at 100 and 10 mbar affect
marginally MassSpec’s capabilities because a limited fraction of the spectral bins probe deeper
than 10 mbar in transmission. However 1 mbar cloud deck affects significantly atmospheric
retrieval results, increasing the uncertainty on the mass estimate by a factor of ∼ 2 over the
one derived from the cloud free scenario. The increased uncertainty in the mass estimate re-
sults mainly from an increased uncertainty on the scale height and the mean molecular mass
estimates. The reason is that (1) the significance of scale-height estimates are reduced because
the signatures of atmospheric species are truncated and (2) additional atmospheric scenarios are
now possible (e.g., hydrogen-dominated) because numerous combination of molecular signa-
tures could be masked by a high-cloud deck.
Pushing down to Earth-sized planets within the next decade We show that MassSpec could
yield the mass of Earth-sized planets transiting late M dwarfs within 15 pc of Earth with a rela-
tive uncertainty of ≤ 8% using JWST (Fig. 5). This reemphasizes the key role of late M dwarfs
for transmission spectroscopy as the first Earth-sized planets to be thoroughly characterized
will be transiting such stars (Fig. S.19). It is therefore possible that the first Earth-sized planet
to be confirmed habitable would be one of these—potentially a hot desert world (36). That
is why, SPECULOOS is of particular interest for the short- and medium-term future for aim-
ing to detect Earth-sized planets around nearby late M dwarfs. Finally, for Earth-sized planets
transiting M1V stars or stars with earlier spectral types within 15 pc of Earth, we find that
a future-generation 20-meter space telescope will yield their masses with a relative precision
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≤ 5% (Fig. S.17).
Gas Giants JWST’s and EChO ’s observation of planets larger than super-Earths will yield to
high-significance mass measurements with a limited number of transits. We estimate that for gas
giants half a dozen of transits can yield mass measurements with a relative uncertainty ≤ 5%,
using the scaling law (Eq. S.35). EChO would be particularly useful to determine the mass—
and atmospheric properties—of gas giants because its wide spectral coverage would allow to
measure their Rayleigh-scattering slope at short wavelengths. Independent high-significance
mass measurements of targets accessible by RV will be beneficial to compare the capabilities
of both techniques and to assess their future complementarity.
MassSpec’s application domain See Main Text (Section MassSpec’s Applications).
JWST-EChO synergy See Main Text (Section Discussion).
No false molecular detections MassSpec’s applications do not lead to false molecular detec-
tions. As emphasized previously, the application of MassSpec requires a planet’s transmission
spectrum of sufficient quality (i.e., SNR and spectral resolution) to identify the major molec-
ular species. Once these criteria are met, the specificity of the species’ signature in extinction
(shown in panels A of Figs. S.9-S.17) prevents from the false positive detection of atmospheric
species. As an example, we try to retrieve ozone that was not part of the synthetic atmospheres
and it is detected in none of our retrieval.
On the use of species’ mixing ratio in atmospheric retrieval method Species’ mixing ratios
are not adequate parameters for atmospheric retrieval method. The reason is that the uncertainty
on mixing ratios encompasses the uncertainty on the number densities and the pressure. We
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demonstrate that pressure and number densities are the atmospheric parameters embedded in a
planet’s transmission spectrum. This implies that pressure and mixing ratios are correlated in the
context of transmission spectroscopy (Fig. S.18.A). Hence, the posterior probability distribution
of mixing ratios are the results of the convolution of the number densities’ and pressure’s PPDs
(Fig. S.18.B), i.e., the uncertainty on the mixing ratios combine the uncertainty on the number
densities and the pressure. Therefore, the significance of a molecular detection based on the
mixing ratio will be less significant than if based on the number densities, in particular because
number densities are more constraint than the pressure.
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C Dependency of transmission spectroscopy and radial ve-
locity on system parameters
Here we introduceMassSpec’s sensitivity to the planetary system parameters and showMassSpec’s
complementarity with the radial velocity method to yield planetary mass measurements. For
that purpose, we derive scaling laws to reveal the main dependency of each method’s signal on
the properties of the observed planetary system, such as the planet’s semi-major axis.
C.1 Intensity of the RV and Transmission Signals
The signal targeted by the RV method, the RV shift (K?), can be expressed as
K? = Mp
√
G
(Mp +M?)a
sin i√
1− e, (S.33)
whereM?,Mp, a, i, and e are the host star’s mass and the planet’s mass, orbital semi-major axis,
inclination, and eccentricity (38). (We do not discuss here the effects of i and e.) On the other
hand, the signal in transmission depends solely on the area of the opaque atmospheric annulus,
2piRp,0heff (λ), and the host star spectral radiance Bλ(T?) (where Bλ is the Planck function and
T? the star’s effective temperature). Using Eq. 7, we can write that heff (λ) ∝ H—for active
molecular bands Aλ ≥ 103 therefore heff (λ) = nH with n ≥ 6. H = kT/µg where T can
be approached by the planet’s equilibrium temperature at first order, Teq = T?(R?/a)0.5[f ′(1−
AB)]
0.25 where R? is the star’s radius and a, f ′, and AB are respectively the semi-major axis, a
parameter for the heat redistribution in the planet’s atmosphere (f ′ = 1/4 if the heat deposited
by the stellar radiation is uniformly distributed, f ′ = 2/3 for a tidally-locked planet without
atmospheric advection) and the Bond albedo (13). By rewritting the planet’s surface gravity as
g = 4piGρpRp/3 (ρp and Rp are the planet’s density and radius), we can summarize how the
system parameters affect the transmission spectrum and the radial velocity signals (Table S.2).
Table S.2 highlights that signals in transmission are more intense for low-density planets
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Table S.2: Dependency of transmission spectroscopy and radial velocity to system parameters.
Signal Planetary parameters Stellar parameters
Transmission spectrum ρ−1p µ
−1a−0.5 Bλ(T?)T?R0.5?
RV shift Mpa−0.5 M−0.5?
and atmospheres and bright or large stars, while the radial velocity method is ideal for mas-
sive planets and low-mass stars. In particular, bright and large stars increase the atmospheric
temperature, hence the atmospheric scale height, for a fixed planetary density, atmospheric
composition, and semi-major axis.
C.2 Sensitivity of a Transmission Spectrum SNR
In order to derive the actual scaling law of transmission spectrum SNR—and the sensitivity of
MassSpec—one have to account for the observational parameters. The overall significance of a
signal in transmission and MassSpec capabilities scale as
SNRST ∝
2piRp,0heff (λ)
d2
tAηBλ(T?)√
piR2?
d2
tAηBλ(T?)
, (S.34)
where the numerator and the denominator relate, respectively, to the number of photons blocked
by the planet atmosphere and the uncertainty on the baseline—which corresponds to the square
root of the total number of photon emitted by the host star and collected out-of-transit in the
same spectral band (Poisson process), respectively. t is the observation time, A and η are the
telescope’s collecting area and total optical throughput, and d is the host star’s distance to Earth.
Eq. S.34 can be rewritten as
SNRST ∝ T?[tAηBλ(T?)]0.5(R0.5? dρpµa0.5)−1. (S.35)
For a given planet (Rp,0,Mp,µ,a, and T fixed), Eq. S.35 can be rewritten as
SNRST ∝
√
tAηBλ(T?)
R?d
. (S.36)
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Eq. S.36 highlights the interest of M dwarfs for obtaining high-SNR transmission spectrum
(or transit light-curve) for specific planet properties (e.g., Teq ∼ 300 K when searching for
habitable planets). Eq. S.36 shows that for a given planet, the signal significance scales as√
Bλ(T?)/(R?d). Fig. S.19 shows the ratio
√
Bλ(T?)/R?—normalized for a Sun-like star—
as a function of the stellar effective temperature. For stars with earlier spectral types than
M2V, the significance is independent of the host-star type. However, the significance increase
substantially for M dwarfs. We take advantage of this favorable properties of late M dwarfs to
show that MassSpec will enable to fully characterize Earth-sized planets using JWST’s and/or
EChO’s observations of Earth-sized planets (Section B.4).
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D Introduction to rational functions
A rational function, f(.), is a function that can be expressed as the ratio of polynomials,
P (.)/Q(.). The zeros and poles of f(.) are the zeros of P (.) and the zeros of Q(.), respec-
tively. Rational functions are used in various fields of science and engineering (signal process-
ing, acoustics, aerodynamics, structural dynamics, electronic circuitry, control theory, etc.) as
mathematical representation of the relation of the inputs (i(.)) and outputs (o(.)) of a system,
called the transfer function of the system. The transfer function of a system (H(s)) is the linear
mapping of the Laplace/Fourier transform of its inputs (I(s) = L(i(.))) to the Laplace/Fourier
transform of its outputs (O(s) = L(o(.))), i.e., O(s) = H(s)I(s) where s is a spatial or tempo-
ral frequency if i and o are functions of space or time, respectively. As an example, the trans-
fer function of imaging devices is the Fourier transform of the point spread function (PSF)—
because the theoretical input leading to the PSF is a spatial impulse (i.e., a Dirac function) in
the field of view and the Fourier transform of an impulse is one, therefore L(PSF ) = H(s).
The transfer function of a system relates directly to the differential equations used to repre-
sent mathematically the system. Therefore, the poles and zeros of a transfer function character-
ize the behavior of a system. For example, the differential equation of a second order system
is
x¨+ 2ζωnx˙+ ω
2
nx = 0, (S.37)
where ζ and ωn are the damping ratio and the natural frequency of the system, respectively—
e.g., for a mass-spring-dashpot system ζ = c/(1
√
km) and ωn =
√
k/m where m, c, and k are
the mass, the spring constant, and the damping coefficient, respectively. The transfer function
of a second order system is
H(s) = K
ω2n
s2 + 2ζωns+ ω2n
, (S.38)
where K is the system gain (K = 1 for the mass-spring-dashpot system) and s = jω where j
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is the imaginary unit (see Fig. S.20 for more details). Therefore, at frequencies low compared
to ωn, H(jω) ≈ K, meaning that the response of a mass-spring-dashpot system to a low-
frequency input, i(t) = A exp(jωt), is the input, i.e. o(t) = i(t). At high frequencies,H(jω) ≈
K/(jω)2 = −K/ω2 meaning that the response is in opposition of phase with the input and its
amplitude is proportional to ω−2.
The position of a transfer function poles and zeros in the complex field (C) define the do-
mains of different dependency regimes for the transfer function (Fig. S.20). In the neighborhood
of a zero, the exponent of the transfer function dependency to its variable increases by 1, while
it decreases by 1 in the neighborhood of a pole. Hence, the overall shape of transfer function
relates directly to its formulation. Therefore, from simulations or measurements, it is possi-
ble to derive the appropriate formulation to represent mathematically a system using a rational
function.
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Figure S.1: Relative errors on the apparent atmosphere height (heff (λ)) using the ana-
lytic solution to Eq. 3 (or Eq. S.3) for extinction processes with a cross-section independent
of T and p (such as Rayleigh scattering). Relative errors for the zeroth-order derivation
[heff (λ) = z(τ(λ) = 1)] correspond to the dotted lines, and the ones for our derivation
heff (λ) = [z : τ(z, λ) = e
−γEM ] are the thick lines.
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Figure S.2: A line profile (fν) depends on the pressure (p) as a rational function at fixed temper-
ature (T ) and frequency (ν). (A) Dependency of fν on T and p, at fixed ν, that shows the four
domains of different dependency regimes of fν on p whose boundaries are T -dependent (gray
dot-dash lines). The black dot-dash lines represents the position of the slices in the {T − p− f}
space used to highlight that fν behaves as a rational function of p, at {T, ν} fixed. Planels B
and C present the slices at T = 1200K and T = 200K, respectively. These slices show that
fν behaves as a rational function of p with a zero and a pair of conjugated zeros (Fig. S.20).
In particular, the absolute value of the zero is less than the poles’, as underscored by the se-
quential transition from the following dependency regimes ∝ p0, ∝ p1, ∝ p∼0, and ∝ p−1
with increasing p—the dotted and the dashed lines represent a slope of 1 and 2, respectively.
(D) Dependency of the absorption coefficient (αν) on p, at T = 200K. The exponent of the αν
dependency on p increases by one compared to fν dependency on p. The exponent increase by
one because of αν’s additional zero at p = 0 that originates from the number density.
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Figure S.3: Distribution of τeq(λ) as a function of log10(Aλ) for an isothermal-isocomposition
Earth. ∼99% of the active bins have a τeq(λ) ≈ exp−γEM .
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Figure S.4: Distribution of the error on heff (λ) (expressed in scale heights) when estimated
from heff (λ) = [z : τ(z, λ) = e−γEM ] for an isothermal-isocomposition Earth. The error is
below 3% for 99.7% of the lines (3σ confidence interval). If the error is below 3%, the error
on the simulated apparent height is below 250 meters. This highlights how well transmission
spectrum can be modeled by solving heff (λ) = [z : τ(z, λ) = e−γEM ].
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Figure S.5: Distribution of τeq(λ) as a function of log10(Aλ) for Earth—temperature-pressure-
mixing ratio profiles from (39). ∼50% of the active bins have a τeq(λ) ≈ exp−γEM .
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Figure S.6: Distribution of τeq(λ) as a function of log10(Aλ) for Earth with no water in its
atmosphere—temperature-pressure-mixing ratio profiles from (39). ∼80% of the active bins
have a τeq(λ) ≈ exp−γEM .
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Figure S.7: Distribution of the error on heff (λ) (expressed in scale heights) when estimated
from heff (λ) = [z : τ(z, λ) = e−γEM ] for Earth—temperature-pressure-mixing ratio profiles
from (39). The error is below 18% for 99.7% of the lines (3σ confidence interval). If the error
is below 18%, the error on the simulated apparent height is below 1500 meters. The error is
larger than for an isothermal-isocomposition Earth (Fig. S.4) mainly because water’s mixing
ratio drops significantly in the troposphere (as highlight by the comparison of Figs S.5 and S.6).
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Figure S.8: JWST/NIRSpec optical performance for the medium spectral resolution mode (R
= 1000). The red line shows the total optical throughput for each spectral resolution element.
The green line shows the flux fraction going to the brightest pixel of each spectral resolution
element.
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Figure S.9: MassSpec’s application to the synthetic transmission spectrum of a hydrogen-
dominated super-Earth transiting a M1V star at 15 pc as observed with JWST for a total of 200
hrs in-transit. The panels show the same quantities as on Fig. 4. The atmospheric properties
(number densities, scale height and temperature) are retrieved with high significance yielding
to a mass measurement with a relative uncertainty of ∼ 2%. Note the significant difference
between the number density PPDs of hydrogen, water, carbon dioxide, and methane and those
of ozone and nitrogen (B). The latter two gases were not part of the synthetic atmosphere.
Ozone and nitrogen are not detected, because no constraints on their mixing ratios can be made.
Hydrogen-dominated planets are targets that are particularly favorable for MassSpec because
their extended atmosphere leads to high-SNR transmission spectra.
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Figure S.10: MassSpec’s application to the synthetic transmission spectrum of a super-Earth
with a nitrogen-dominated atmosphere transiting a M1V star at 15 pc as observed with JWST for
a total of 200 hrs in-transit. The panels show the same quantities as on Fig. 4. The atmospheric
properties are retrieved with high significance yielding to a mass measurement with a relative
uncertainty of ∼ 15%.
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Figure S.11: MassSpec’s application to the synthetic transmission spectrum of a super-Earth
with a hydrogen-dominated atmosphere transiting a M1V star at 15 pc as observed with EChO
for a total of 200 hrs in-transit. The panels show the same quantities as on Fig. 4. The atmo-
spheric properties are retrieved with high significance yielding to a mass measurement with
a relative uncertainty of ∼ 3%. Note that EChO’s capabilities for mass measurements are
enhanced by its large spectral coverage that yields the Rayleigh-scattering slope, which is par-
ticularly valuable for mass and atmosphere retrieval.
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Figure S.12: MassSpec’s application to the synthetic transmission spectrum of a super-Earth
with a water-dominated atmosphere transiting a M1V star at 15 pc as observed with EChO for
a total of 200 hrs in-transit. The panels show the same quantities as on Fig. 4. The atmospheric
properties are retrieved with high significance yielding to a mass measurement with a relative
uncertainty of ∼ 25%.
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Figure S.13: MassSpec’s application to the synthetic transmission spectrum of a super-Earth
with a nitrogen-dominated atmosphere transiting a M1V star at 15 pc as observed with EChO
for a total of 200 hrs in-transit. The panels show the same quantities as on Fig. 4. The planet
mass is not retrieved because the data quality does not yield the atmosphere composition and
temperature—although the scale height and the signatures of water, methane, and carbon diox-
ide are retrieved.
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Figure S.14: MassSpec’s application to the synthetic transmission spectrum of a super-Earth
with a water-dominated atmosphere presenting a cloud deck at 100 mbar (such as Venus) tran-
siting a M1V star at 15 pc as observed with JWST for a total of 200 hrs in-transit. The panels
show the same quantities as on Fig. 4. The atmospheric properties are retrieved with high sig-
nificance yielding to a mass measurement with a relative uncertainty of ∼ 10%. MassSpec’s
capabilities are not affected by the 100-mbar cloud deck because transmission spectroscopy
does not probe deeper such planet atmosphere (Fig. 4, panel D).
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Figure S.15: MassSpec’s application to the synthetic transmission spectrum of a super-Earth
with a water-dominated atmosphere presenting a cloud deck at 10 mbar transiting a M1V star
at 15 pc as observed with JWST for a total of 200 hrs in-transit. The panels show the same
quantities as on Fig. 4. The atmospheric properties are retrieved with high significance yielding
to a mass measurement with a relative uncertainty of ∼ 10%. MassSpec’s capabilities are
marginally affected by the 100-mbar cloud deck because a limited fraction of the spectral bins
probe deeper than 0.01 atm such planet atmosphere.
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Figure S.16: MassSpec’s application to the synthetic transmission spectrum of a super-Earth
with a water-dominated atmosphere presenting a cloud deck at 1 mbar [lowest pressure level
where clouds are expected (22)] transiting a M1V star at 15 pc as observed with JWST for a total
of 200 hrs in-transit. The panels show the same quantities as on Fig. 4. Despite the presence
of high and thick clouds, the atmospheric properties are retrieved with sufficient significance to
yield a mass measurement with a relative uncertainty of ∼ 20% (i.e., twice larger than in the
cloud-free scenario).
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Figure S.17: MassSpec’s application to the synthetic transmission spectrum of an Earth-sized
planet with a nitrogen-dominated atmosphere transiting a M1V star at 15 pc as observed with
a future-generation 20-meter space telescope for a total of 200 hrs in-transit. The panels show
the same quantities as on Fig. 4. The atmospheric properties are retrieved with high significance
yielding to a mass measurement with a relative uncertainty of ∼ 5%. Note that the significant
observation of the Rayleigh-scattering slope combined with the lack of H2−H2 CIA feature at
3 microns (Fig. S.9) yields to the retrieval of nitrogen as the dominant atmospheric species.
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Figure S.18: The use of species’ mixing ratios in atmosphere retrieval method. (A) Marginal
posterior probability distribution (69% and 95% confidence intervals, respectively in red and
blue) of maximum pressure probed and H2O mixing ratio that shows the correlation between
both parameters. The correlation shown between the pressure and a species mixing ratio trans-
lates the fact that the key parameter of a planet’s transmission spectrum are the number densities,
not the mixing ratios. Therefore, the uncertainty on mixing ratios combine the uncertainty on
the pressure and the number densities. (B) Water’s mixing ratio PPD (dot-dash line) and wa-
ter’s number density PPD (solid line), shifted along the x-axis for comparison. The larger extent
of the water mixing ratio PPD results from the combination of the uncertainty on the number
density and pressure.
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Figure S.19: The significance of in-transit planetary signals increases for planets transiting
M dwarfs. The figure shows the ratio
√
Bλ(T?)/R?—normalized for a Sun-like star—as a
function of the stellar effective temperature.
√
Bλ(T?)/R? scales as the overall significance
of an in-transit planetary signal such as a transmission spectrum for fixed planetary properties
(Eq. S.36). For stars with earlier spectral types than M2V, the significance is independent of the
host-star type. However, the significance increase significantly towards late M dwarfs.
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Figure S.20: Typical behavior of rational functions. Left: Transfer function of a mass-spring-
dashpot system with a natural frequency of 10 Hz and a damping ratio of 1.5. The transfer func-
tion is independent of the frequency at frequency lower than the system’s natural frequency. At
frequency larger than the natural frequency, the two poles of the transfer function are activated
and the dependency of the transfer function on the frequency changes from∝ ω0 to∝ ω−2 (i.e.,
the exponent decreases by two). Right: Transfer function with a zero at 0.1 Hz and a pair of
conjugated poles at ±10 Hz. The effect of the zero is to increase the exponent of the transfer
function dependency on the frequency by one, while the effect of the pair of poles is to decrease
it by two.
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